Presskit | Bernstein
Biography
Bernstein, or amber, is fossilized resin. An inflammable, floating, organic stone. What
seems to be an apparent contradiction becomes one.
It is also the vision of a young creative mind from Switzerland, currently living in Berlin, to lure
the audience into his vortex of never-ending colors, spherical streams and atmospheres.
His sound palette exceeds the standardized deep house and techno sounds by finding
timbres and textures through experimental approaches. During and after his education
in electronic music, he is looking for ways of depicting and imitating nature in music, as
well as finding meditative sounds through overtones and layers. Whereas his older tracks
impressed with poignant melodies on a slower heartbeat, his recent work finds more and
more its way to a drone and overtone focused, ambient influenced techno. In his live-sets,
performed in numerous genre defining international locations, he will bring together the
brightest daylight with the deepest darks of the night until you float in zero gravity.

Please announce the Artist as: Bernstein live (Berlin)
k4bookings has to accept the artwork before it will be published.
For promotional content such as artist photos, please reach out to us.

Weblinks:
Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/bernstein_musik
Beatport: https://www.beatport.com/artist/bernstein-ch/495301
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bernsteinmusik
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bernstein_music
Resident Advisor: https://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/bernstein
Booking:
Mail: luca@k4bookings.com
Web: https://www.k4bookings.com
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Technical Rider | Bernstein (Live)
- 1 × Allen&Heath Xone 92/96
- 1 free line channel on the mixer
- Important: Enough space as declared below!
- Stereo monitoring – adjustable by the artists
- Lamps that provide enough light for the artists to see inside the DJ booth
- Level-check by the sound engineer
Please contact the agent if you supply alternatives.
The artists need access to the venue before the event for a soundcheck.
Please contact the agent to fix a time for this 30-40min soundcheck!

Hospitality Rider
- A warm welcome and a smile will be much appreciated
- 1 × bottle of gin (high quality gin is preferred)
- 6 × Tonic water
- 6 × Club-Mate
- Local beer
- Fruits & Snacks
- 1 × bottle of non sparkling water
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